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Abstract 

We define several notions of language complexity for finite words, and use them to define 
and compute some new complexity functions for infinite sequences. In particular, they give a 
new characterization of Sturmian sequences and discriminate between Sturmian sequences with 
bounded or unbounded partial quotients. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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The language complexity p(n) of an infinite sequence U is the number of its factors 

of length n; this notion, which measures the randomness of the sequence U, has been 

extensively studied in these last years, see [l] and [ 131 for surveys; the rate of growth of 

p(n) is a fundamental characteristic of the sequence U, and of the symbolic dynamical 

system associated to U. However, if the sequence U is given to us through its finite 

initial segments UO...UN, it is not clear which N we have to take to compute p(n); 

and, if we have a long finite sequence and would like to know from which infinite 

sequence it may come, it is impossible to use p(n) for that. So we need a notion 

of complexity for finite words, and such a notion has been proposed independently 

by IvSnyi [16] and Shallit [20]; we use this complexity K(w), and a related one 

C(w) (first suggested by Rauzy), to devise new complexity functions for an infinite 

sequence, denoted by K+(n), K-(n), C+(n), C-(n); these functions can be computed, 

or at least approximated, considering only words of length n. They give informations 

on the language complexity p(n), while they have interesting properties of their own. 

The main aim of this paper is to compare the K and C complexities with the more 

usual p. 

We first devise some methods to estimate the finite-word complexities of infinite 

sequences; these involve the Rauzy graphs, and some of their properties which have 
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not yet been studied; in particular, it will be very useful to compute the dispersion 
function of the sequence, which associates to n the maximum length of an allowed path 

without repetition of a vertex in the nth Rauzy graph. We then proceed to estimate our 

new complexity functions for “usual” sequences, the C-complexities being generally 

more accessible than the K-complexities. A particularly satisfying case is the case 

of Sturmiun sequences (p(n) = n + I), which can be fully characterized by their 

C+(n), and are the non-ultimately periodic sequences with the smallest C+(n), while 

C-(n) discriminates between Sturmian sequences with bounded or unbounded partial 

quotients. C+(n) can also be used to discriminate between some known sequences 

with p(n) = 2n + 1 or p(n) = 2n, namely the Arnoux-Rauzy sequences and rotation 
sequences. We give also example of finite-word complexities for sequences where p(n) 
is polynomial or exponential. 

1. Definitions and notations 

Let U be an infinite (one-sided) sequence, U = usui . . ., on a finite alphabet A. 

Definition 1. The language of length n of U, denoted by L,(U), is the set of all factors 

of length n of U. 

The language complexity of U is the function from N* to N* defined by p&n) = 

#L(U). 
If w is a finite word, we define pW(n) to be the number of different factors of length 

n of w for n< jwl, and put p+,,(n) = 0 for n > Iwl. 

We say that the word w occurs at place i in U if w = UiUi+i . . . Ui+/wl-l. 

The sequence U is periodic if U&k = u, for every n > 0. The sequence U is ulti- 

mately periodic if U,+k = u, for every n 3no.The sequence U is recurrent if every 

word occurring in U occurs at infinitely many places. The sequence U is uniformly 
recurrent or minimal if every word occurring in U occurs at infinitely many places 

with bounded gaps. 

We define the K-complexities in the following way 

Definition 2. For a finite word, the total complexity is 

K(w) = g pwti), 
j=l 

while for an infinite sequence, we can define the upper and lower total finite-word 
complexity function by 

KG(n) = max K(uiui+l . . . Ui+n_l), 
i 

KG(n) = min K(uiui+l . . . Ui+n_l). 
i 

We define the C-complexities in the following way. 
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Definition 3. For a finite word, the maximal complexity is 

C(w) = r$ PWWl 

while for an infinite sequence, we can define the upper and lower maximal finite-word 
complexity function by 

C;(n) = max C(uiui+r . . . uifn_l), 
i 

C,(n) = min C(UiUi+r . . .Ui+n_l). 
i 

In the sequel, we generally omit the subscript U when the sequence is unambiguous. 

We recall that for a real number x, [x] is the largest integer smaller or equal to x, 

and we denote by [xl’ the smallest integer greater or equal to x. 

2. General results 

2.1. First bounds for Jinite-word complexities 

Proposition 1. Zf U is uniformly recurrent and non-ultimately periodic, 

C,(n) + +co, K;(n) - n -+ +oo, 

when n -+ +CXJ. 

Proof. If U is uniformly recurrent, for every m there exists r such that every factor of 

length m of U occurs in every factor of length r of U. If U is not ultimately periodic, 

pu(m) 1‘ +W if m -+ +CKX So, for any fixed k, we choose n such that pu(n)>k, r as 

above and n = 2r; then, for every factor w of length m of U, p,(m/2) > k; by stating 

simply that p,(l)21 for 1 dlbn, we get Cg(n)>k and K,(n)>n + k. 0 

Note that uniform recurrence cannot be replaced by recurrence in the above propo- 

sition, see Section 5 for counter-examples. 

Lemma 1. suppose that pu(n)< f (n) f or some continuous increasing real-valued 

function with f (1) > 1, and let L(n) be the unique 1 <L<n such that f(L) = n-L+l; 

then 

C:(n) Gf (W(n>l) A n - LP>l + 1 

and 

[L(n)1 
K&(n) G kFI f(k) f i(n - [L(n)l)(n - W(n)1 + 1). 

Proof. Let 1 WI be a finite factor of U, of length n, and k < n; then 

p,(k) G pa(k) A n - k + 1, 

and then we apply the definitions. 0 
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Corollary 1. For any sequence on a finite alphabet 

Corollary 2. If U is ultimately periodic, C&(n) and K$(n)/n are bounded 

The lemma is also easy to apply when f(n) = an + b as L(n) = (n + 1 - b)/(a + 1); 
the precise result for f(n) = n + 1 will be stated below. 

Corollary 3. If pu(n) <an’, 

Corollary 4. For any sequence on s letters, 

C&(n) Gsk V n - k, 

K+(n)< (n - k)(n - k + I) + Sk+l _ 1 u .. 2 

for the unique k such that sk + k - 16n < sk+l + k. In particular, n - C:(n) = 

Q(log n/ log s) and n2/2 - KS(n) = &(log n/ log s). 

This last result is proved in [20] (for s = 2, but the generalization is straightforward). 

It is a consequence of Lemma 1, with pa(n) <s”, and the fact that the chosen k satisfies 

sk<n-k+l andsk+’ > n-k. 

2.2. The shape of the complexity function of a word 

The following proposition was proved in [lo], see also [l I]. It will help us to 

estimate the total complexities. 

Proposition 2. Let w be a finite word, pW(n) its complexity function. There exist 

1 <nl <nz </WI such that 

l pW(n + 1) > pJn)for 1 dn < nl, 
0 p&n + 1) = pW(n) for nl <n < n2, 

0 pw(n + 1) = pW(n) - 1 for n2 G,<n < (WI. 

2.3. Rauzy graphs and dispersion functions 

We define the Rauzy graph r, of a sequence U in the following way: the vertices 

are the points of L,(U), with an edge from w to w’ if w and w’ occur successively in 

U, that is if w = au and w’ = vb for letters a and b and a word v of L,_,(U); we 
label this edge by avb E Ln+l, and the set of edges is L,,+i( U). 

If we enumerate successively the words UiUi+l . . . Ui+n_l, Ui+l . . . Zfi+n, Up to Uj+k-1 . . . 

U&kin--2, we get a finite path in r,,; such a path in r, is called an allowed path of 

length k. 
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If w = wi...w, occurs in U, it defines a path in rrn for any mfn, namely wi...w,,,, 

. . . w,_,+i...w,; it is immediate that pW(m) is the number of d@erent vertices on that 
path. 

Definition 4. A path in r, is called without repetition if all its vertices are different. 

We call dispersion function of U and denote by d(n) the function which associates to 

n the maximum number of vertices of an allowed path in r, without repetition. 

Lemma 2. If U is not ultimately periodic, for all n, d(n)an + 1. 

Proof. Suppose first U is recurrent; then d(n + l)>d(n) (if ui . ..~i+~-i. . . . ~ifd-1 . . . 

#i+d+n_2 is allowed and without Ep&tiOn, then UiUi+i . . . Ui+n, . . . Ui+d__l . . . Ui+d+n__l k 

allowed and without repetition); if d( 1) = 1, u must be constant; so if d(n) < n + 1, 

there exists m such that d(m + 1) = d(m). 

Let uiui+l . . . Ui+n_ 1, . . . Ui+d_ 1 . . . Ui+d+n__2 be an allowed path without repetition in 

r,, of maximal number of vertices; we can take i > 0 as U is recurrent. We look at the 

d + 1 edges Ui-t . . . Ui+n_l, . . . Ui+d__l . . . &+d+n__l; the first d of them are different, the 

last d of them are different, so if the first and the last are different, they form an allowed 

path with d + 1 vertices without repetition in r,+i . Hence we must have Ui+d+n-1 = 

Ui+n-1; Ui+d . . . Ui+d+n must be equal to some Uj . . . Uj+n for some i <j d d - 1, and we 

must have j = i as all others Uj . . . Uj+n have a different n-prefix; SO Ui+d+n = Ui+n. We 

can then apply the same reasoning to the path Ui+i . . . Ui+n, . . . Ui+d . . . Ui+d+n-1, and get 

%+d+n+l = &+n+l~ . by iteration, we get that U is ultimately periodic, of period d. 
If U is not recurrent, we apply the same reasoning after replacing r, by r;, the 

graph whose vertices are the words of L,(u) which occur infinitely often in U, and 

d(n) by d’(n), the maximum number of vertices of an allowed path in rE, without 

repetition of a vertex; we have still d’(n + 1) > d’(n) (if a word occurs infinitely often, 

so does its prefix, so the same remark as for d applies), and again d’(m) = d’(m + 1) 

implies ultimate periodic@. Hence we must have d(n) >d’(n)>n + 1. 0 

Our Lemma 2 implies in particular the famous result [ 151 that whenever U is not 

ultimately periodic, pu(n)>n + 1 for all n. 

2.4. Bounds using the Rauzy graph 

Lemma 3. Suppose U is not ultimately periodic, and that d(n)>g(n) for all n, for 
some increasing function g(n) bn + 1 (this last condition is always realised because 
of Lemma 2); let M(n) be the unique 1 <M <n such that g(M) = n -M + 1; then 
for all n 

C&(n)2d[Wn)l) 

and 

KS(n)> MPf(n>l))2 - 1. 
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In particular, if there exists i <c < 1 such that for all n d(n)/(n + d(n))ac, then 
for all n 

C&(n)>cn + c - 1, K&(n)>(cn+c- 1)2- 1. 

Proof. Let m = [M(n)]; we can find an allowed path in T,,,, with at least g(m) vertices, 

without repetition; let UiUi+r . . . uifm-l be its first vertex; then u+i+i . . . Ui+g(m)+m_z con- 

tains at least g(m) different factors of length m, and is a subword of ui . . . u~++~. Hence 

C$(n)Zg(m). Now, as g(k)>k + 1, and because of the shape of P~,~~+,...,,+~_, dictated 

by Proposition 2, the smallest possible value for KS(n) is reached when pYUi+,..,U,+t_, 
increases by one at a time at the left of m, and decreases by one at a time at the right 

of m, which gives the claimed bound for K&(n). 

In the particular case where g(n) = cn/( 1 - c), we have m = [( 1 - c)(n + l)], hence 

the last assertions. 0 

Proposition 3. For every nonultimately periodic sequence and every n, 

G(n)> [z] + 1, G(n)2 T +n . 
[ I 

Proof. This is implied immediately from Lemmas 2 and 3. 0 

The use of the dispersion function allows us to give lower bounds to the finite-word 

complexities; it can also help to precise upper bounds, but we need then to examine 

another quantity in the Rauzy graphs. 

Lemma 4. Let d(n) be de$ned as above; we denote by e(n) the largest integer e such 
that any allowed path of length d(n) + e in y,, has at most d(n) d@erent vertices. 
Suppose that, for infinitely many values of n, we have simultaneously 

d(n) 
n + d(n) - 1 

dc and p(n - e(n)) <c 
n + d(n) - 1 ’ ’ 

then, for infinitely many n, C&(n) < cn. 

Proof. Let w be any word of length n + d(n) - 1. The subwords of length k of w 

define a path Ua...U&_i, . . . . U,+“_k+d(n)__l...U,+,+d(n)__2, of length d(n) + n - k in rk, 

so of course pw(n) <d(n) for kan, and this is also true for n - e(n) <k < n by 

definition of e(n). Hence p,(k)<d(n) for any k>n - e(n). 0 

3. Sturmian sequences 

3.1. Description of the Rauzy graphs 

A Sturmian sequence is a sequence U such that p&n) = n + 1, see [3] for a 

recent survey about them. A Sturmian sequence is not ultimately periodic (other- 
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Fig. 1. Sturmian graph. 

wise p&n) would be bounded) and is uniformly recurrent ([ 151, and hence recur- 
rent (this can also be deduced from Lemma 2). The Rauzy graphs for Sturmian 
sequences and their evolution with n are described in [2], and more precisely in 

[4,71. 
For a Sturmian sequence, the graph r,, contains one vertex 0, which is right spe- 

cial: it has two outgoing edges D,O and D,l; and one vertex G,, is left special: it 
has two incoming edges OG,, and IG,; D, and G,, may be the same vertex; every 
vertex except G,, has one incoming edge, every vertex except D, has one outgoing 
edge. 

We say that the central branch contains the vertex G,, its successors as far as D, 
(included) and (if they exist) the edges between them. The other vertices and edges 
form two branches, beginning with one of the two outgoing edges of D,, ending with 
one of the two incoming edges of G,, and containing the edges and (if they exist) 
vertices between them. The lengths of these last two branches are always different, and 
we call them, respectively, short branch and long branch. The short circuit C,, (resp. 
long circuit L,) begins with G, and is made with the central branch followed by the 
short (resp. long) branch (Fig. 1). 

The vertices of r,,+i are the edges of r,,; if D, # G,,, the vertices of a branch of 
r n+i are the edges of the same branch of r, (there is a split of an edge). If G, = Dn, 
the central branch of r, is reduced to one vertex, and there is a burst: for a reversing 
burst, the vertices of the central branch of r,+i are the edges of the long branch of 
r,, while for a non-reversing burst the vertices of the central branch of r,+i are the 
edges of the short branch of r,,; in both cases, the short branch of r,+i is reduced to 
one edge. 

We denote by y,, the infinite path going through us.. . u,_l, zq , . . un, . . . . It is made 
with a succession of short and long circuits (except that the first circuit may be trun- 
cated at the beginning). If for IZ there is a split, yn is deduced from ?,,+I by replacing 
c n+i by C,,, L,,+i by L,; if there is a non-reversing burst, yn is deduced from yn+l by 

replacing Cn+i by C,, L,+i by CA, ; if there is a reversing burst, Y,, is deduced from 

~~~1 by replacing C,-H by L,, &+I by LA. 
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From this description, we can re-prove that Lemma 2 applies to Sturmian sequences; 

for the required path in Tm, we can either start from the first vertex of the long branch 

and follow the long then the short circuit, or start from the first vertex of the short 

branch and follow the short then the long circuit; this proof appears in [6]: the Sturmian 

sequences have the property of grouped factors, all their factors occur successively 

from some place in the sequence. 

Every Sturmian sequence is associated to an irrational rotation of the torus 81, 

TX = x + amod 1 in the following way: if PO = [0, 1 - c([ and Pi = [I - ~1, l[, we 

associate to each point x the sequence PN(x) defined by PN(x), = i if T”x E Pi; 

and if U is Sturmian, U = PN(x) for some (unique) irrational c1 and some x ([ 151). 

In all what follows, 0 < c( < 1 is the irrational number defined by U: let CY. = 

[O;ai)...) a, )... ] be its simple continued fraction expansion, and q,+l = an+lqn +qn_l, 
pn+l = a,+~ pn + ~~-1, p-1 = 1, po = 0, q-1 = 0, qo = 1. Then, the ml1 description 

of the Rauzy graphs can be found in [4] or [7]: the reversing bursts take place for 

n = qP + qP--l - 2, p E N; for II = qP + qP_l - 2 + s, 1 ds6qP - 1, the central 

branch has length qP - s + 1, the long branch has length qP_ I+ s - 1, the short branch 

has length s - 1. The non-reversing bursts take place, if up+1 > 1, for 2 <k < uP+l, 
n = kq, + qP-1 - 2; for II = kg, + qP-1 - 2 + s, 1 ds dq, - 1, the central branch 

has length qP - s + 1, the long branch has length (k - 1 )q, + qP_-l + s - 1, the short 

branchhaslengths-l.Ifn=kq,+qp-i-2+8, l<s<q,-1, l<k<u,+i,the 

short circuits appear in the infinite path yn in groups of up+1 - k or up+1 - k + 1 and 

the long circuits are isolated in yn if k < uP+l, the short circuits are isolated in y,, if 

k = up+l. 
Also, whenever n = 0, we have G,, = ~0.. . u,_l for all n. 

3.2. Finite-word complexities 

Proposition 4. If U is Sturmiun, 

G(fl)= [;]+A K&?)= f+n . [ I 
Proof. We apply Lemma 1 to get the upper bounds, and Proposition 3 to get the lower 

bounds; as L(n) = n/2, the bounds coincide and we get exactly the above expressions. 

0 

Proposition 5. If U is a Sturmiun sequence associated to an irrational CI which has 
an infinite number of partial quotients at least equal to G 

liminfm<;;l_;, liminf K*<&, 
n-++CC n n++cc 
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In particular, tf CI has unbounded partial quotients, 

For any strictly increasing function f(n), we can find a Sturmian sequence U for 
which CF(n)<f(n) and K,(n)<nf(n) for infinitely many n. 

Proof. We choose a p such that at,+1 = G, let k = [G/2], choose m = qP +qr_l - 1, 

n = km, and a word w = wt...w, such that the path wt...w,, . . . . w,...w~,,-_I in r, is 

included in k+ 1 consecutive short circuits; because there are only non-reversing bursts 

between m and n, the path wt...w~, . . . . w,...w,+l-1 in rl is included in k+ 1 consecutive 

short circuits for any m < I d n, and hence the number of different vertices on this path 

is at most qP. The number of different subwords of length 1 in w is the number of 

different vertices on the path wt . ..wI. . . . . w17-~+t...w, in r,; hence it is at most qP for 

m<l<n; for 1 < m, p,(l)<pr/(Z) = 1+ l<m. Hence C(w)<n/k and K(w)dn*/k, 
and this situation happens for infinitely many n. 

For the same value of m, let n = 2m. Any path of length m + 1 in T,,, is included 

in one, two, or three consecutive circuits, and, in the worst case, contains qP different 

vertices; hence, for any word w of length n, pW (n/2) >qP; but 

qP aP 

qp + qp-1 
a-. 

1 +a, 

Hence the upper limit for C-, taking Proposition 4 into account. For K-, we apply 

Proposition 2 to the function p,(k), the case giving the smallest K(w) being the case 

where p,(k) increases or decreases only by one at a time. 

And, by choosing aptI much larger than qp in the first part of the proof, we prove 

the last assertion of the proposition. 0 

Proposition 6. If U is a Sturmian sequence associated to an irrational CI with partial 
quotients not greater than M, 

n 

2lV+2 

n* 
<K,(n)< 

n* n* 

(2M + 2)2 [ 1 4 +n - (32M+34)*’ 

Proof. Let m = [n/2]. We check that if qp +qp_l - 1 dm<q,+l -2, there are always 

at least qp different vertices in any path of length m + 1 in Tm; for qp+l - 1 <m < qp + 
qp+l - 2, the short circuit is isolated, and there are always at least qp+l - qp different 

vertices in any path of length m + 1 in r,; the worst possibility for C,(n)/n happens 

for n/2 = Mq, + qp_ 1, hence our lower bound; the one for KU is computed as in the 

end of the previous proof. 
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For the upper bound, we shall have to look at different cases. 

We begin by 

that is the case when n/2 falls before a reversing burst, but after the previous burst. 

We take w such that the path it defines in rqP+qP_,_~ begins by the last (qP_i)/16 

words of the short circuit C (the length of C being qp_l), the two following circuits 

being long circuits L (this is possible as the following burst is reversing). If 

n qp-1 __-&+!!Ep, 
2 8 

then the central branch has at most (7qp_l)/8 vertices, and the first (qP_i)/16 vertices 

of the short branch are not in the path defined by w in T,,,. Hence p,,,(m) <m + 1 - 

(qp--l)/l6. 
We look then to what happens when n/2 is close to a reversing burst: suppose that 

%,-I n 
qP + 4 

5% 6 2 <q,-1 + 4. 

We take w such that the path it defines in r~,+~,_, _ 2 begins by one full short circuit C, 

the following circuit being a long circuit L (this is always possible); then, if qp+qp_l - 

1 <mag,+q,-1- 2, the path defined by w in r,,, begins by a full C followed by L, 

and sees twice every vertex of the central branch before having seen all the vertices; 

hence, if qp + qp_l - 1 <m < 3q,/2 + qp-, - 1, as the central branch has at least qp/2 

vertices, we have pw(m) dm + 1 - q,/2. For qp + (qp_-1)/2 - 1 <m dq, + qp_-l - 2, let 

c and I be the circuits; we have L = Ic, C = I; the path defined by w in T,,, begins 

by Ilc, and, as m is smaller than twice the length of 1 we shall not see the vertices of 

the short branch; the length of c is qp_-l, the number of vertices of the central branch 

is at most (qp--1)/2, so the number of vertices of the short branch is at least (qp_1)/2. 

So we have, in every case, 

p,(m)<m+l-y for ~-q-@<m<~+~. 
4 

We suppose now that up+1 3 2 and qp_ 1+ 5q,/4 < m < qp+ I- qp/4 (n/2 falls between 

a reversing burst and the last non-reversing burst after it). We take w such that the 

path it defines in rqP+,_2 begins by one full short circuit C, the following circuit being 

a short circuit C (this is possible by hypothesis); the path defined by w in each r,,,, 

qp + qp_l - 1 <m < qp+l - 2, has the same properties. Hence, for each of these values 

of m, we repeat qp vertices (qp being the length of C) in the path defined by w in 

r,,,, and p+,,(n) <m + 1 - qp for 

n -- 
2 

?<m<g+?. 

We suppose now that 

up+1 22 and qp+l - F 
qP 

Gm<qP+l+- 
4 
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(n/2 falls near a non-reversing burst which is followed by a reversing burst). We 

take w such that the path it defines in rqP+4P+,_-2 begins by one full short circuit C, 

the following circuit being a long circuit L (this is always possible); then, if qP+l - 

16m<q, +qp+1- 2, the path defined by w in T,,, begins by a full C follewed by L, 

and sees twice every vertex of the central branch before having seen all the vertices; 

hence, if qp+l - 1 MdqP/2+qp+r - 1, as the central branch has at least qP/2 vertices, 

we have pw(m)<m + 1 - qP/2. For qP+l - qP/2 - 1 <m<q,+l - 2, let c and 1 be 

the circuits; we have L = cl, C = c; the path defined by w in T,,, begins by ccl, and 

repeats always qP vertices. So we have, in every case, p&m)dm + 1 - q,/2 for 

As these four cases exhaust all possibilities, we get the claimed estimates (which of 

course are not the best possible), first for C-, then, by the usual method, for K- . 0 

3.3. Beyond Sturmians 

Lemma 5. If U is not ultimately periodic and not Sturmian, then, for infinitely many 
values of n, d(n) b n + 2. 

Proof. Suppose first U is not ultimately periodic and recurrent. Suppose the conclusion 

of the lemma is not satisfied: then d(n) = n + 1 for all n large enough. We say that a 

path y, without repetition, made with the vertices Sl, . . . , St in I’h is extensible if there 

exist two edges A and B such that A # B and a path containing AyB is allowed. A 

path in yh+l following A, the edges of y, and B is called a non-trivial extension of y; 

all its edges from A to B are different (see proof of Lemma 2). 

We choose an n large enough, and a path without repetition y,, with n + 1 vertices 

in r,, denoted by St,. . . ,&+I, and extensible (if this is not possible, then, by the 

reasoning of Lemma 2, U is ultimately periodic); let Ai be the edge SiSi+r, and let A0 
and A,+1 be edges extending it; as d(n) = n + 1, A,+1 goes to S, and A0 starts from 

Sd (possibly d = g). Let yn+i be the (allowed) path AC,, . . . ,A,+1 in rn+l. Let B-1 be 

an edge of r,,+l such that a path containing B_ly,,+l is allowed, and suppose we have 

followed the edge B-1 and the path yn+l in r,+l, we call B,+l the next edge we see, 

going from A,,+1 to A,,+z. 
If Bnfl = B-1 then we have to continue by Bo and arrive in Ao, starting the path 

yn+l again; after that, we have to leave the path yn+l after a finite number of loops, 

otherwise U is ultimately periodic. We leave it by some edge B’ leaving a vertex Ai, 
and a path containing Bi-lAi..AiB’ is allowed (Bi being the edge of yn+i from Ai to 

Ai+l). If this edge B’ goes to a vertex A which is an Ai, B’ goes from Ai to Aj; but then 

Ai and Aj are adjacent vertices in r,+l, hence adjacent edges in r,, hence Si+l = Sj, 

which is impossible, except if i = n + 1. If B’ goes to a vertex A which is not an Ai, 
then the path Ai+l, . . . ,Ai, A is allowed, and d(n + 1) > n + 2. Hence the only way to 

leave yn+l is from A,+l; as we have to leave it, we can suppose (possibly after having 

followed the loop several times) that B,+l # B_1. 
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Now, &+I has to go to some Aj (otherwise d(n+ 1) > n+2); this Aj has the same 

n-prefix as A,, hence A,,+2 can only be A,, or A0 if g = d. And, possibly after having 

forgotten a number of loops, the path we follow in yn+i is extensible, and the path we 

follow in y,,+2 is a non-trivial extension of this path. 

So we apply the same reasoning to this path in y,,+2, to show that the next edge An+3 

wesee(iny,)canbeonlyA,+i,orAi ifd=gandAn+z=A~,orA~ifd=g+l. 

And, possibly after having forgotten a number of loops, the path we follow in yn+2 is 

extensible, and the path we follow in yn+3 is a non-trivial extension of this path. By 

iterating again the argument n + 1 times, we see that any infinite path allowed in r, 

can only go through the vertices Si, . . . , $,+I, hence, as U is recurrent, there are only 

n + 1 words of length IZ. Hence, because U is non-ultimately periodic, pu(m) = m + 1 

for every m <n (see [14] or Section 2); as n is arbitrarily large, we get that U is 

Sturmian, which proves our lemma in the recurrent case, because of Lemma 2. 

If U is not ultimately periodic but not recurrent, the same reasoning proves that, if 

d’(n) = n + 1 for n large enough, there are exactly n + 1 recurrent words of length 

n for all n. If the conclusion of the lemma is not satisfied, then d(n + 1) = n + 1 

ultmately, hence d’(n) <n + 1 ultimately, hence d’(n) = n + 1 ultimately (otherwise, U 

is ultimately periodic, see proof of Lemma 2); hence, either U is Sturmian, or there 

exists a word w which appears only a finite number of time (and then, so do its right 

extensions, hence we can choose w with any prescribed large enough length). But 

then, the graph r; of words occurring infinitely often is a Sturmian graph (sequences 

with that property are studied in [ 181, and are called *-Sturmiun); we take it just 

after a burst such that the next burst is reversing; there is a vertex w in r,, \ r;, 

and an edge from w to some vertex w’ in r;, such that an infinite path y in r, is 

allowed, beginning by w and w’ and staying in r: after that; then the first n + 2 

vertices on that path have to be different, except maybe if w’ is on the short branch; 

but in that case, let m correspond to the graph just after the last reversing burst, the 

path y’ defined by y in T,,, will have its m + 2 first vertices different, which is a 

contradiction. 0 

Proposition 7. If U is not ultimately periodic and not Sturmian, then, for infinitely 
many values of n, 

C&(n) > [5] + 1, KG(n) > G +n . 
[ I 

Proof. We choose an m such that r,,,_i contains a path without repetition with m + 1 

vertices, and n = 2m - 1; we can find a word w of length n with pw(m - 1) = m + 1 = 
[n/2] +2. Hence our proposition on C,, + the one on K,’ following by the usual method. 

0 

As a corollary of Propositions 3 and 7, we get that if C&(n) = [n/2] + 1, then U is 

Sturrnian; we can then look at C;(n) to know to which kind of irrational number it 

can be associated. Also, we see that for any sequence U, whenever C&(n) = [n/2] + 1 
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for at least one value of n, then C;(n) = [n/2] + 1 for infinitely many values of n. An 
equivalent property is satisfied by the K-complexities. 

4. Sequences with p&n + 1) - p&) = 2 ultimately 

If p&n + 1) - pu(n) = 2 for all n large enough; then r, contains either one right 

special factor with three outgoing edges or two right special factors with two outgoing 

edges, and either one left special factor with three incoming edges or two left special 

factors with two incoming edges. 

In this section, we look at particular examples of such sequences for which the 

combinatorics are at least partially known, though not as thoroughly as for the Sturmian 

sequences; we give some rather precise bounds for C+, but unfortunately we have not 

been able to give comparable estimates for K+t; so most of the times we omit the 

estimates for K+, though of course Lemmas 1 and 3 may be applied. 

4.1. Amoux-Rauzy sequences 

A sequence such that pry = 2n + 1 for all n (hence it is on three letters), such 

that it is uniformly recurrent and, for all II, there is one right special factor with three 

outgoing edges and one left special factor with three incoming edges, is called an 

Arnoux-Rauzy sequence [2,8]. 
The graphs r, and their evolution are then completely known, generalizing the 

Sturmian graphs: we denoted by D, the right special factor, by G,, the left special 

factor; the central branch goes from G, to D,, and then the short, long and middle 

branch go from D, to G, (for the first values of n the long and middle branch may 

have the same length and have to be defined arbitrarily); the short, middle and long 

circuits are denoted by C,,, M,, L, (Fig. 2). There is a split if D, # G,, a burst if 

D, = G,; for a reversing burst, denoted by BL, the vertices of the central branch of 

r n+t are the edges of the long branch of r,, for a short burst, denoted by Bc, the 

vertices of the central branch of r,+i are the edges of the short branch of r,, for a 

middle burst, denoted by BM. the vertices of the central branch of rn+i are the edges 

of the middle branch of r,; when there is a burst, the short branch of rn+i is reduced 

to one edge. 

We denote by y,, the infinite path going through ~0.. . ~~-1, q . . . u, ,... . It is made 

with a succession of short, middle and long circuits (except that the first circuit may 

be truncated at the beginning). If for n there is a split, y,, is deduced from ynfl by 

replacing C,,+i by C,, L,+I by L,; if there is a short burst, yn is deduced from y,,+i by 

replacing Cn+i by C,, l&,+1 by C,,M,,, L,+l by C,L,; if there is a middle burst, y,, is 

deduced from y,,+i by replacing C,,+i by M,,, M,,+, by MnC,,, L,+l by M,,L,; if there 

is a reversing burst, yn is deduced from yn+i by replacing Cn+i by L,, M,+l by L,C,,, 
L n+l by L,Mw 
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Fig. 2. Arnoux-Rauzy graph. 

As a split reduces the length of the central branch, there are infinitely many bursts. 

It is noticed in [8] that the language of an Arnoux-Rauzy sequence is completely 

defined (up to a permutation of two letters) by its infinite sequence of bursts, which 

we consider as an infinite sequence on the symbols Be, BM, BL. 

Proposition 8. If U is an Arnoux-Rauzy sequence, for infinitely many values of n 

c;(n)= $ + 1 

[ 1 

ifin the sequence of bursts of U the strings of Bc have length at most M’ (if M’ = 0, 

this means there are no short bursts), then for all n 

C&(n) 2 ‘+ 
1 

2 8M’+20 > 
n-l 

if in the sequence of bursts of U infinitely many strings of Bc have length at least 

G, 

liminf ‘ten) <1+ I5 
n--*+x n -‘2 32G+ 18’ 

Proof. The sequence of bursts cannot be ultimately equal to Bc, as this would con- 

tradict uniform recurrence. So, for infinitely many values of p, there is a burst for 

p - 1 and the next burst is reversing or middle; then the short branch has no vertex 

and the paths L,M, and MPLP are allowed, hence, by starting at the beginning of 

the long (resp. middle) branch and following LPMP (resp. MPLP), we get an allowed 

path with 2p + 1 vertices without repetition, and we can take n = 3p and a word w 

corresponding to this path, hence our first formula. 

For the second formula, we fix an n, and estimate d(n), the maximal number of 

vertices of an allowed path without repetition in r,,; let c, m, 1 be the length of the 

short, middle, long circuit, and s the length of the central branch (the length of a 
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branch being its number of vertices); we have c + m + 1 - 2s = 2n + 1, 1 bs d c < m < 1, 
and it is easy to show by recursion that I <m + c [8]. 

We suppose that there are at most M’ consecutive short bursts. Suppose first n is 

such that the next burst is a BM or BL; then the path it&L, is allowed: then the longest 

path without repetition has length d(n) = 1+ m - s; hence 

d(n) 21+ 2m - 2s 2 4 
------= 
12 + d(n) 31+ 3m + c - 4s ’ 3 + c/(1 + m) > 7. 

If the next burst is a Bc, then we have d(n) = 1 f c - r, and 

d(n) 21+ 2c - 2s 2 
p= 
n + d(n) 31+m+3c-4s~3+m/(l+c)~ 

The bursts before the considered Bc are a BL or BM followed by 0 < a GM’ - 1 bursts 

Be; hence 1 = ac + lo, m = ac+mo, and either c = ml, mo = ml +q, 10 = ml + El, 

or c = 11, mg = 11 + cl, lo = ml + 11, where 11, ml, cl are the lengths of the short, 

middle, long circuit before this group of bursts; they satisfy ci <ml f 11<2ml. Hence 

d(n) 1 C 1 1 

n + d(n) ’ 5 + (8~ + 6)c + 610 + 2mo %+ *lw+20* 

We apply then Lemma 3 to get a bound on Cf. 

We look now at an upper bound for C+, at least, in view of the first assertion, for 

infinitely many II. We suppose G > 3; let b = [G/3] + 1, a = G - b - 1. We choose 

an n such that s = c (this means that we are just after a burst), the next bursts after 

it are at least b + 1 bursts Bc, the last bursts before n are one BM or BL followed by 

a bursts Bc. Then d(n) = 1 and e(n)> bc (see Lemma 4 for the definition of e(n)). 

Then 

d(n) V ~(n -e(n)) G 21 
v 1+ 

( 

21+ 2m - (4b + 2)c 

n + d(n) - 1 n+d(n)-1 31+m-c > 31+m-c ’ 

As c, 1, m have the same expressions as in the last paragraph, we have m/c = a + 

m&oda+2 < 2b+l, so l+m-(2b+l)c < 1 and 

d(n) 21 2ac + 210 

n + d(n) - 1 
V P(n -e(n)) G 

12 + d(n) - 1 31+m-c = (4a- l)c+mo+310 

,<;+ 
1 + 2c/lo 

14 + (16a - 4)c/lo’ 

this last quantity is decreasing in c/lo if a82, and its smallest possible value (because 

of the properties of cl, ml, 11) is at least i, which gives 

by using Lemma 4 (this bound holds also for a = 1, where the worst case is reached 

for c/lo = 1). The fact that a 2 2G/3 - 2, and that this situation happens for infinitely 
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many IZ gives the required bound for the lower limit, which holds also trivially for 

G = 0,1,2. 0 

So, Amoux-Rauzy sequences with unbounded strings of short bursts satisfy 

At the opposite end, when M’ = 0 (this is the case, for example for the Tribonacci 

sequence [9]), we can show that C;(n) > 3n/5 for all n and C;(n) < 7n/ll for infinitely 

many n; all these bounds can probably be improved. 

For Arnoux-Rauzy sequences, the situation for the lower complexity C- is the same 

as for Sturmian sequences, so we do not study it in details; C- will oscillate between 

o(n) and 2n/3 if the strings of Bc have length unbounded, and between kl(M’)/n and 

2n/3 - kz(W)/n if the strings of Bc have length bounded by M’. 

4.2. Rotation sequences 

Rotation sequences are defined, for an irrational rotation of the torus Ti, TX = 

x + cI mod 1, some 0 < /I < 1 such that /I # Ha + h and some x E Ti, in the following 

way: if PO and Pi are the two semi-open (on the right) intervals delimited on Ti by 

the points 0 and B, u, = i if T”x E Pi; they are uniformly recurrent, and they satisfy 

p&n) = 2n for n large enough, with two right special factors with two outgoing edges 

and two left special factor with two incoming edges [ 151. 

We give here a short description of the Rauzy graphs for rotation sequences (they 

have been studied independently in [ 121); for given h, a vertex of rh, denoted by 

WI) . . . wh-_l, corresponds to the set n;zol T-‘P,; the factors of length h of U correspond 

to the semi-open intervals of Ti delimited by the points kcl, -h + 1 d k < 0, and Zcr + j?, 

-h + 1 d 1 < 0. We denote by J(x) the word corresponding to the interval whose left 

endpoint is x. Then there is an edge from J(kcl) to J((k + 1)a) and from J(lcc + j?) 
to J((Z + 1)~ + /3), -h + 1 dk< - 1, -h + 1 <k< - 1; we need four more edges to 

complete the graph. Because of the uniform recurrence of the sequence, there are only 

three possible cases for these extra edges: 

Case I: J(0) + J(ia), then J(p) -+ J(ia + 8) by symmetry, while J(ja) + J((l - 
h)a + p) and J(kol + /3) + J((l - h)cc). 

Case I’: J(0) + J(kcl + /3)), J(/3) -+ J@), J(icc) -+ J((l - h)cr) and J(ia + j) + 

J(( 1 - h)cl + p> by symmetry. 

Case II: J(0) -+ J(ia + b)), J(p) 4 J($x), J(( 1 - h - i)cr) --) J(( 1 - h)a + 8) and 

J((l - h - j)a + /I) -+ J((l - h)a). 

Proposition 9. For rotation sequences, for every n large enough, 
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for infinitely many values of n 

[ 1 
I 

C;(n) = ; , 

, 

K&(n) = : + $ . [ 1 

Proof. For any h, suppose for example we are in Case I; in rh, we start from J((k + 

1)~ + fl), go through J(p) and J(ia + fl) to J(kol + 8) (i<k, otherwise the sequence 

would not be uniformly recurrent); then, again by uniform recurrence, it has to be 

allowed to continue to J(( 1 - h)cc) and hence to Joa), for which we can go either 

as far as J(0) or as far as J((-i - 1)~ + /3); the above path is allowed, is without 

repetition, and, as either i< 1 - h/2 or jai> - h/2, we get that d(h)> [3h/2], and 

our first assertion by Lemma 3. A similar reasoning works in the symmetric Case I’. 

If we are in Case II, we start from J(( 1 - h)a + /3), go to J(( 1 - h - j)a + /?), 

then, either through J((l - h)or) or through J(fi), to J(&Y), J((l - h - i)a), and either 

J(0) or just before J((l - h)a + p); the fact that p(h + 1) = 2h + 2, h being large 

enough, and the symmetry of the graph, imply that at least three of these paths are 

allowed, hence we can find an allowed path without repetition with [3h/2] vertices, 

and we have proved our first assertion. 

We check that for h = qn - 1 (see Section 3), if we are in Case I then i = 1 - h, 
j = k = 0 and the above path has length 2h; if we are in Case I’ i = 0, j = k = 1 - h 
and a similar path has length 2h; if we are in Case II, then there are two central (going 

from a left special to a right special vertex) branches of the same length, and, after a 

number of splits (for each split the length of each central branch is reduced by one), 

there exists h’ B h such that we are still in Case II and i = 1 - h’ - i, and this gives a 

graph with an allowed path without repetition of length 2h’. Hence we can conclude 

in the same way as in the first assertion of Proposition 8. 0 

Hence, from the point of view of C+, rotation sequences behave like Amoux-Rauzy 

sequences with unbounded strings of short bursts. Let us point out that the rotation 

sequences, their Rauzy graphs and their evolutions, have still to be studied in depth if 

we want to improve the above estimates. 

5. Sequences of super-linear complexity 

5.1, The power sequence 

The power sequence U is the sequence 010011000111. . . Ok lk . . . 

Proposition 10. For the power sequence and for all n, 

pu(n) = v + 1. 

Proof. pu(n + 1) - p&n) is the number of different words of length n which have 

two different (right) extensions of length n + 1; now, if a word is of the form OalbOC 
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(or the symmetric form by exchanging 0 and 1 ), it has only one possible position 

in the sequence and hence one extension; there remain the words oklnmk (this word 

can be followed by 1 always, and by 0 whenever k <n - k), and the words lkO”-k, 

(this word can be followed by 0 always, and by 1 whenever k < n - k) ; hence 

p&+1)-po(n)=n+l. cl 

Proposition 11. For the power sequence and every n, 

C,(n) = 1, K;(n) = n, 

n-2J;;<C:(n)<n-2&+4, 

n2 
- - 4nfidK$(n)< g - n&. 
2 

Proof. The values of C- and K- come from the occurrence of the word 0” for every 

n. For C;, we observe that the only factors which can be repeated are those of the 

form O’li or l’ti. Hence, for any integer k, starting from the beginning of the sequence, 

the first factor of length 2k which will be repeated is Oklk, and this repetition occurs 

when we see Ok+’ lk+’ in U; the first factor of length 2k + 1 which will be repeated is 

lkOk+‘, and this repetition occurs when we see 1 k+10k+2 in U; the longest path without 

repetition in r, is the one starting with ug . . . u,,_l, hence we have 

d(2k)=k2+k+1, d(2k+1)=k2+2k+1. 

Hence d(n) 3n2/4+n/2, and Lemma 3 gives the lower bound for C+. Furthermore, we 

do have C+(k2+3k) = d(2k) = k2+k+l, and C+(k2+4k+2) = d(2k+l) = k2+2k+l, 
and for these values our upper bound holds as IZ < (k + 2)2 implies k > &z - 2; they 

hold a fortiori for other values of n. The upper bound for K+ comes from Lemma 1; 

for the lower bound, we choose (for example) an even k such that k2 + 3k <n and 

look at the word w = ug . . . #k2+3k_l; we have p,(2k + I) B k2 + k + 1 - I, which is 

enough to get this (rather rough) bound. 0 

5.2. Complete sequences 

A complete sequence is a sequence on an alphabet with s letters such that pu(n) = s” 
for all n. 

Proposition 12. If pu(n) = s”, 

C,(n) = 1, K&(n) = n, 

C;(n) = sk V n - k, 

~+(~)=(~-~)(~-~+~)+~k+‘_] 
u 2 

for the unique k such that sk + k - 1 <n < ski’ + k. 
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Proof. The values of C- and K- come from the occurrence of the word 0” for 
every n. The values of C+ and K+ come for the results in [20]: the Rauzy graph of 
the sequence is then, for any M, the De Bruijn graph on sn vertices ([5], see [20] for 
further references); it is used in [20] (for s = 2, but the generaliztion is straightforward) 
to prove that there exists a word of length n on s letters containing all subwords of 
lengths 1 to k, and n - i + 1 subwords of length i > k. But, as is noticed in [6], this 
word of length n must occur in U, as U contains every possible word on s letters. 0 

The same method is used in [6] to show that complete sequences have grouped 
factors. 

Conversely, a sequence on s letters which satisfies C;(n) = sk V n - k or KS(n) = 
((n - k)(n - k + 1))/2 + #+’ - 1 for every n is a complete sequence. 
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